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Inductive Logic Programming: 14th International Conference, ILP 2004, Porto, Portugal, September 6-8, 2004Springer, 2004
Napoleon once shot at a magazine editor and missed him and killed a publisher. But we remember with charity, that his intentions were good.” Fortunately, we live in more forgiving times, and are openly able to express our pleasure at being the editors of this volume containing the papers selected for presentation at the 14th International...
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Knowing Fictions: Picaresque Reading in the Early Modern Hispanic World (Haney Foundation Series)University of Pennsylvania Press, 2021

	
		European exploration and conquest expanded exponentially in the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, and as the horizons of imperial experience grew more distant, strategies designed to convey the act of witnessing came to be a key source of textual authority. From the relación to the captivity narrative, the...
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Hands-On Data Structures and Algorithms with Python: Write complex and powerful code using the latest features of Python 3.7, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn to implement complex data structures and algorithms using Python

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand the analysis and design of fundamental Python data structures
	
			Explore advanced Python concepts such as Big O notation and dynamic programming
	
			Learn functional...
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CISA: Certified Information Systems Auditor Study GuideSybex, 2006
Take charge of your career with certification that can increase your marketability. Demand for information systems auditors has increased dramatically since the adoption of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in 2002. Now you can prepare for CISA certification and improve your job skills with the targeted training you'll receive in this valuable book.
...
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Algebraic Models in Geometry (Oxford Graduate Texts in Mathematics)Oxford University Press, 2008
Rational homotopy is a very powerful tool for differential topology and geometry.  This text aims to provide graduates and researchers with the tools necessary for the use of rational homotopy in geometry.  Algebraic Models in Geometry has been written for topologists who are drawn to geometrical problems amenable to topological methods and also...
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GIScience Teaching and Learning Perspectives (Advances in Geographic Information Science)Springer, 2019

	This volume uniquely links educational theories and the practice of GIScience in higher education contexts to guide classroom practice, present effective practical implementations from peers, and provide resources and strategies for effective teaching methods. The book offers a comprehensive exploration of GIScience education, including...
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Math You Can't Use: Patents, Copyright, and SoftwareBrookings Institution Press, 2005
The field of software is awash in disputes.  Market participants and analysts routinely disagree on how computer programs should be produced, marketed, regulated, and sold.  On one subject, however, just about everyone can agree:  the current intellectual property protection regime for software is a mess.  At present, all of the traditional means...
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TSP: Leading a Development Team (The SEI Series in Software Engineering)Addison Wesley, 2005

	Leaders of software-development projects face many challenges. First, you must produce a quality product on schedule and on budget. Second, you must foster and encourage a cohesive, motivated, and smoothly operating team. And third, you must maintain a clear and consistent focus on short- and long-term goals, while exemplifying quality...
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English Grammar Workbook For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006
Get some good grammar practice — and start speaking and writing well!

 

Good grammar is important, whether you want to advance your career, boost your GPA, or increase your SAT or ACT score. Practice is the key to improving your grammar skills, and that's what this workbook is all about. Open it and...
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Facebook: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)Pogue Press, 2011

	
		Facebook's spreading about as far and fast as the Web itself: 500 million members and counting. But there's a world of fun packed into the site that most folks miss. With this bestselling guide, learn how to unlock Facebook's talents as personal website creator, souped-up address book, and bustling community forum....
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Free Will: An Introduction (Palgrave Philosophy Today)Palgrave Macmillan, 2013

	Can we ever act freely if everything we do is determined by our genes, our upbringing and our environment? On the other hand, if everything we do isn't determined, is it just a matter of luck what we do? What are the requirements on acting freely: are they easily satisfied by ordinary people so long as they aren't coerced or manipulated...
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Pro Drupal 7 DevelopmentApress, 2010

	In its relatively short life, Drupal has had a tremendous impact on the landscape of the Internet. As a web content management system, Drupal has enabled the creation of feature- and content-rich web sites for organizations large and small. As a web application framework, Drupal is changing the way that people think about web application...
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